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Vehicle Features

17 INCH ALLOY WHEELS AND ALL TERRAIN TYRES For superior
off road performance and style, 17Inch Ally Spare Wheel,
ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL allows you to choose the speed you
want to drive at and the system will maintain it - if the sensor
detects a vehicle ahead it will slow the vehicle down to maintain
a preset distance, Bluetooth HANDS FREE WITH VOICE CONTROL
allows you to operate both your mobile phone and Ford audio
system - controlling several functions using a set list of simple
voice commands, Body Coloured Moulded Front Grille, BRAND
NEW, COLLISION MITIGATION SYSTEM detects vehicles and
pedestrians in the road ahead or who could cross the vehicles
path and warns you of their presence - if you dont respond the
system will automatically apply the brakes, CRUISE CONTROL
provides extra comfort on longer journeys allowing you take your
foot off the acceleration whilst just focusing on steering the
vehicle, Dual Power Heated Mirrors, Electrically-operated
Windows with one-Shot Driver Windows, Electric Power Assisted
Steering, Front Throw in Carpet Floor Mats, Front Throw in
Rubber Floor Mats, High Mounted Stop Lamp with Cargo Light,
HILL START ASSIST temporarily stops you rolling backwards or
forwards when making a hill start - maintaining pressure to the
braking system for an extra 25 seconds giving you more time
and control as you move your foot from the brake to the
accelerator, Intelligent Speed Assistance, ISOFIX Child Safety
Seat, LANE KEEPING AID uses forward looking cameras to detect
if youre unintentionally drifting out of a lane - Lane keeping alert
then warns you and if you dont respond the vehicle provides
steering torque assistance to help guide you safely back into the
right lane, Loadbox Inside Tie Down Hooks, Load Rest, Manual

Ford Ranger TREMOR AUTO 2.0 205ps Ecoblue
10 Speed 4x4 Double ... | 
MANUAL AIR CONDITIONING, REAR PARKING SENSORS

Miles: 10
Fuel Type: Diesel
Transmission: Automatic
Colour: Conquer Grey
Body Style: Pickup
Reg: TREMOR12

£33,690 + VAT
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Air Conditioning, Manual Tailgate Lock, Non Locking Wheel Nuts,
Open Style Rear Axle, Passive Anti-Theft System, QUICKCLEAR
HEATED WINDSCREEN uses ultra thin filaments that superheat to
de-ice and de-mist your windscreen as well as help de-freeze the
wipers and works in seconds, Rear Bumper Black Underrun, Rear
Mudflaps, Rear Mudflaps, REAR PARKING SENSORS are designed
to help you park more confidently helping you judge the distance
between your vehicle and obstacles, Rear Power Point Plug, Rear
Throw in Rubber Floor Mats, Roll Bar, Stop Start System,
Thatcham Alarm, Traffic Sign Inside Mirror, Vinyl Floor Covering
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